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Objective: We developed a clinical sign that improves the
sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values of the Head
Impulse Paradigm (HIMP) Test by adding the Suppression
Head Impulse Paradigm (SHIMP) Test using a diagnostic
headband.
Methods: Prospective and descriptive study analyzing the
function of 1,255 horizontal semicircular canals of subjects
with differing vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) gains who

showed-up with symptoms related to neurotology (Montevi-
deo, Uruguay, March 2017 to March 2019). The clinical
HIMP and SHIMP tests were assessed and the amplitudes of
overt saccades were compared to each other. Clinical
findings were contrasted against vHIT gains.
Conclusion: The HIMP and SHIMP combined test using the H/
S headband has high specificity and low sensibility. This test
association can identify healthy individuals among individuals
typically misdiagnosed as ill by the conventional HIT or HIMP
maneuver of the HIMP test, as originally described by Halmagyi
and Curthoys. Therefore, we recommend using the headband
assisted HIMP/SHIMP test, instead of exclusively relying on
positive HIMP results. Key Words: Headband—HIMP—
SHIMP—vHIT—VOR.

Otol Neurotol 42:xxx–xxx, 2021.

The Head Impulse Paradigm (HIMP) Test was
described in 1988 by M. Halmagyi and I. Curthoys as
a clinical tool to indirectly assess the vestibulo-ocular
reflex (VOR), observing refixation saccades in patients
with vestibular hypofunction (1). When performed by
experienced clinicians, this clinical test has low sensitiv-
ity and high specificity. Low test sensitivity derives from
the difficulty of detecting the small refixation saccades
(2–9). Sensitivity and specificity differ based on the
experience of the clinician; when performed by experts,
this test is usually less sensitive but more specific (4).
Evidence suggests a correlation between VOR gain and
overt reflex saccades in the elderly (10). Normal VOR
gains with overt refixation saccades have also been
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reported (11). While overt refixation saccades in the
HIMP test are a sign of hypofunction, overt anti-com-
pensatory refixation saccades detected using the Head
Impulse Suppression Paradigm (SHIMP) test reveal a
normal VOR or functional reserve (12,13). VOR gains in
the SHIMP test are slightly lower than those from the
HIMP test (average gain difference of 0.06� 0.05 SD)
(12). SHIMP saccades are more pronounced, occur with a
slight delay after the HIMP saccades (13) and are easier
to notice (14). Currently, no other study in the scientific
literature combines both tests for increased sensitivity,
specificity, and predictive values, improving upon the
HIMP test.

OBJECTIVE

This study aims to develop a clinical tool that improves
the sensitivity (SE), specificity (SP), and predictive
values of the HIMP test by incorporating the SHIMP
test using a diagnostic ‘‘H/S’’ headband.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Prospective and descriptive study of a series of clinical cases
analyzing the function of 1255 horizontal semicircular canals
(HSCs) of individuals with different VOR gains who showed-
up to the consultation with neurotology symptoms. Most
patients had uni- or bi-lateral peripheral vestibular lesions.
The study was conducted in a private clinic in Montevideo,
Uruguay, ‘‘Consultorio Neurotologico del Parque,’’ between
March 2017 and March 2019. All tests were carried out by the
same clinician who had more than 12 years of experience in
HIMP testing, and more than 7 years in video HIMP testing
(vHIT).

During the first part of the study, the HIMP test was
performed as described by M. Halmagyi and I. Curthoys, with
three head turns on each side at random. Results were sorted
into two groups: 1) HIMP(�) where no refixation saccades were
elicited (regarded as normal VOR) and 2) HIMP(þ) where
refixation saccades were elicited (regarded as pathological
cases).

In the second part, SHIMP tests were performed on both
groups using the H/S headband (see Supplemental content 1,
supplementary appendix, http://links.lww.com/MAO/B363,
with a head-fixed target placed 24 cm away from the sub-
ject’s eyes. Subjects were instructed to chase the target and
head turns were done as described by M. Halmagyi and I.
Curthoys, checking for refixation anti-saccades. The H/S
headband was validated comparing the VOR gain findings
and symmetries with those from the vHIT test (INTERA-
COUSTICS); the headband was shown to be a SHIMP
stimulus with comparable VOR gains, even though the
system had not been designed to calibrate to the 24 cm-
distance from the target (see Supplemental content 2, 3, and
4, supplementary appendix, http://links.lww.com/MAO/
B363). For each HIMP group, two possible SHIMP sub-
groups were identified: 1) SHIMP(�) (absence of saccades,
considered pathological), SHIMP(þ) (presence of saccades,
considered was normal VOR).

Subsequently, the amplitudes of SHIMP saccades and HIMP
saccades were compared clinically to the naked eye (alternating
HIMP and SHIMP maneuvers three or more times at random),
which in turn gave rise to the following subgroups based on the

clinician’s assessment: 1) SHIMP>HIMP, where the ampli-
tude is considerable greater in the SHIMP saccade than the
HIMP saccade (regarded as normal VOR), 2) SHIMP<HIMP,
where the amplitude of the SHIMP saccade is considerably
smaller the HIMP saccade (considered pathological) and 3)
SHIMP¼HIMP, where both amplitudes are roughly equal
(considered ill), as shown in Figure 1.

After these tests, all horizontal canals were tested using vHIT
to quantify the respective HIMP-mode VOR gains. The test was
performed using an INTERACOUSTICS vHIT kit, and VOR
gains were recorded at 60 ms. The technique was performed by
placing the target at 1.25 m from the subject and performing 15
head turns to the right and 15 head turns to the left at random,
clearing atypical traces. All individuals were informed of the
characteristics of the study and gave their consent in writing to
take part of it. IBM SPSS Statistics, version 23, was used for the
statistical analysis.

RESULTS

A total of 1,255 HSCs were tested, 819 from female
subjects and 436 from male subjects, with an F/M ratio of
1.88, a mean age of 59.7 years (range from 6 to 91 years).
In the HIMP test, 293 out of the 1,255 HSCs were
HIMP(þ), considered clinically ill, whereas 962 canals
were HIMP(�), considered normal. The sensitivity (SE),
specificity (SP), and predictive values of the HIMP test
for different VOR gains assessed by vHIT are shown in
Table 1. Based on the HIMP/SHIMP test of 1255 HSCs, 5
subsets were found after comparing saccade amplitudes.
Table 2 shows these subsets and their predictive values
for the different VOR gain cut-offs (measured by vHIT).
Table 3 shows the sensitivity, specificity, and predictive
values of the HIMP/SHIMP test for different VOR gains
(measured by vHIT). The HIMP(þ)/SHIMP group was
divided into 4 subgroups, shown in Table 4, with their
respective predictive values for the different VOR gains
obtained by vHIT. Table 5 shows the sensitivity, speci-
ficity, and predictive values for different VOR gains
obtained by vHIT.

DISCUSSION

This study is unique and novel since there are no other
studies on the SHIMP test, especially when done together
with a HIMP test using a simple device such as the H/S
headband. The goal of our study is to provide a comple-
mentary and necessary clinical tool to classical tests, thus
improving upon the performance of HIT by increasing
the specificity and predictive values, for lower error rates,
in our sample set.

Analysis of the Standard HIMP Test
The sensitivity and specificity of the Head Impulse

Test found in this study are in agreement with the
reported average from all papers in the literature (2,4–
8) (see Supplemental content 5, supplementary appendix,
http://links.lww.com/MAO/B363). Except for the find-
ings of MacDougall et al. (15), where 0.7 was set as the
cut-off between a normal VOR and a pathological VOR,
no other author has established a VOR gain cut-off to
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assess normalcy. Therefore, no consensus or description
of the HIT technique implementation and its normal
value have been agreed upon to date.

Our research shows that sensitivity decreases as VOR
gains increase: a cut-off of 0.4 corresponded to a sensi-
tivity of 96.4%, dropping to 61.7% at a 0.8 cut-off. In

FIG. 1. Methodology flow chart.
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contrast, specificity shows the opposite trend: 86.1% for
a VOR gain cut-off of 0.8 and 80% for a 0.4 cut-off.
Sensitivity showed more variation versus the VOR gain
cut-off than specificity. It is worth noting that sensitivity
and specificity are equal at a cut-off of 0.7, which some
would consider to be a normal VOR (15).

At 0.8 VOR gain cut-off, the negative predictive value
(NPV) was 90.1% and NPVs increased when VOR gain
decreased; thus, healthy cases are easily identified among
those considered healthy (negative HIMP). In other
words, it is easy to discriminate these cases when there
are no refixation saccades. Only a low percentage of
canals whose VOR gains were below 0.8 went unde-
tected, since the clinicians are very efficient at low VOR
gain cut-offs.

Positive predictive values (PPVs) were 52.2% for a
VOR gain cut-off of 0.8 and decreased markedly as VOR
gains decrease. Hence, ill canals cannot be clinically
identified with ease out of those considered ill (positive
HIMPs) in the tested sample. This low sensitivity could
be due to some healthy individuals, especially older
adults, having overt or open saccades with VOR gains

within the normal limits. These saccades have smaller
amplitude and latency due to an alteration of VOR
regulation by the cerebellum, among other reasons
(6,16). It should be pointed out that experienced clini-
cians tend to recognize the small saccades that are
imperceptible to those with less clinical experience (4).

Finally, the overall predictive value (OPV), which
assesses the success rate of a test (based on prevalence),
remained the same with no significant variation with
respect to VOR gains.

HIMP and SHIMP Analysis (Using the H/S
Headband)

Our data shows that sensitivity increased as VOR gains
decrease; 0.8 and 0.4 cut-offs corresponded to sensitivities
of 32.7% (very low) and 87.2%, respectively, whereas
specificity was 99.4% and 96.7% for those same cut-offs,
showing the opposite trend. The difference at different cut-
offs is far greater for sensitivity than specificity. Sensitiv-
ity approaches the specificity at a VOR gain cut-off of 0.4.
Therefore, this combined test is highly sensitive and
specific for the severe VOR function deficit.

The HIMP(�)/SHIMP(þ) set shows the same PPVs as
HIMP(�) (see Tables 1 and 2), which means that the use of
the H/S headband would be unnecessary for a HIMP(�)
patient. For a VOR gain cut-off of 0.8, the negative

TABLE 1. HIMP—sensitivity, specificity, and predictive
values

Value %

Lower
Limit
of CI

Upper
Limit
of CI

HIMP—VOR gain cut-off¼ 0.8
Sensitivity 0.617 61.7 0.556 0.678

Specificity 0.861 86.1 0.840 0.882

ER 0.187 18.7 0.165 0.209

OPV¼ 1-ER 81.3

PPV 0.522 52.2 0.464 0.579

NPV 0.901 90.1 0.882 0.919

HIMP—VOR gain cut-off¼ 0.7
Sensitivity 0.805 80.5 0.740 0.870

Specificity 0.841 84.1 0.819 0.863

ER 0.163 16.3 0.144 0.186

OPV¼ 1-ER 83.7

PPV 0.396 39.6 0.339 0.452

NPV 0.971 97.1 0.960 0.981

HIMP—VOR gain cut-off¼ 0.6
Sensitivity 0.908 90.8 0.851 0.965

Specificity 0.824 82.4 0.802 0.846

ER 0.17 17 0.149 0.191

OPV¼ 1-ER 83

PPV 0.304 30.4 0.251 0.356

Negative predictive value (NPV) 0.991 99.1 0.985 0.996

HIMP—VOR gain cut-off¼ 0.4
Sensitivity 0.964 96.4 0.915 1.013

Specificity 0.8 80 0.777 0.823

ER 0.193 19.3 0.171 0.215

OPV¼ 1-PE 80.7

PPV 0.181 18.1 0.136 0.225

NPV 0.998 99.8 0.995 1.000

ER indicates Error ratio; HIMP, head impulse paradigm; NPV,
negative predictive value; OPV, overall predictive value; PPV,
positive predictive value; VOR, vestibulo-ocular reflex.

TABLE 2. HIMP/SHIMP in 1,255 horizontal semicircular
canals

VOR Gain Abs No. NPV (%)

HIMP(�)/SHIMP(þ) n: 962 (considered healthy)
>0.79 867 90.12

>0.69 934 97.08

>0.59 953 99.06

>0.39 960 99.79

HIMP(þ) < SHIMP(þ) n: 206 (considered healthy)
>0.79 134 65.04

>0.69 168 81.5

>0.59 189 91.74

>0.39 201 97.5

VOR gain Abs No. PPV (%)

HIMP(þ)/SHIMP(�) n: 17 (considered ill)
<0.8 17 100

<0.7 17 100

<0.6 17 100

<0.4 14 82.35

HIMP(þ) > SHIMP(þ) n: 41 (considered ill)
<0.8 41 100

<0.7 41 100

<0.6 37 90.24

<0.4 27 65.85

HIMP(þ)¼SHIMP(þ) n: 29 (considered ill)
<0.8 23 79.31

<0.7 20 68.89

<0.6 18 62.06

<0.4 7 24.13

HIMP indicates head impulse paradigm; SHIMP, suppression head
impulse paradigm; VOR, vestibulo-ocular reflex.
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predictive value (NPV) is 58.7% and NPVs increase as
VOR gains decrease. Consequently, healthy cases can
easily be identified among those considered healthy
(HIMP(�)/SHIMP(þ) and HIMP(þ)<SHIMP(þ), see
Table 3). A cut-off of 0.4 corresponds to a NPV of
99.4%, meaning that clinicians are very efficient at low
VOR gain cut-offs.

A PPV of 93.1% was found for a 0.8 cut-off and PPVs
decrease sharply as VOR gains decrease. Therefore, ill
subjects are easily identified among those considered ill

(Settings: HIMP(þ)/SHIMP(�); HIMP(þ)>SHIMP(þ);
HIMP (þ)¼SHIMP (þ), see Table 2). Overall predictive
values (OPV), similarly to the standard HIMP test, showed
no significant variation versus VOR gains.

Analysis of HIMP(R) Coupled with a SHIMP Test
(Using the H/S Headband)

Sensitivity of this test association increased as VOR gains
decreased: the test sensitivity was 53% and 91% for 0.8 and
0.4 cut-offs, respectively (see Table 5). On the other hand,
specificity was 96% (very high) and 84% for 0.8 and 0.4 cut-
offs, respectively (see Table 5). Once again, differences in
sensitivity were greater than in specificity. Sensitivity was
found to exceed specificity at a 0.4 VOR gain cut-off.
Therefore, this combined test is highly sensitive and specific
for severe VOR hypofunctions.

The NPV was 65% for a 0.8 cut-off and NPVs increased
with lower VOR gains. This means that clinicians are

TABLE 3. HIMP/SHIMP—sensitivity, specification, and
predictive values

Value %

Lower
Limit
of CI

Upper
Limit
of CI

HIMP/SHIMP—VOR gain cut-off¼ 0.8
Sensitivity 0.327 32.7 0.269 0.385

Specificity 0.994 99.4 0.989 0.999

ER 0.138 13.8 0.119 0.157

OPV¼ 1-ER 86.2

PPV 0.931 93.1 0.877 0.984

NPV 0.587 58.7 0.836 0.877

HIMP/SHIMP � VOR gain cut-off¼ 0.7
Sensitivity 0.542 54.2 0.461 0.623

Specificity 0.992 99.2 0.987 0.997

ER 0.06 6 0.047 0.073

OPV¼ 1-ER 94

PPV 0.896 89.6 0.831 0.96

NPV 0.943 94.3 0.929 0.956

HIMP/SHIMP � VOR gain cut-off¼ 0.6
Sensitivity 0.735 73.5 0.648 0.822

Specificity 0.987 98.7 0.980 0.994

ER 0.03 3 0.021 0.039

OPV¼ 1-ER 97

PPV 0.827 82.7 0.747 0.906

NPV 0.978 97.8 0.969 0.986

HIMP/SHIMP � VOR gain cut-off¼ 0.4
Sensitivity 0.872 87.2 0.784 0.960

Specificity 0.967 96.7 0.957 0.978

ER 0.037 3.7 0.027 0.047

OPV¼ 1-PE 96.3

PPV 0.552 55.2 0.447 0.656

NPV 0.994 99.4 0.989 0.998

ER indicates Error ratio; HIMP, head impulse paradigm; NPV,
negative predictive value; OPV, overall predictive value; PPV,
positive predictive value; VOR, vestibulo-ocular reflex.

TABLE 4. HIMP (þ) and SHIMP

VOR Gain Abs No. NPV (%)

HIMP(þ) < SHIMP(þ) n: 206 (considered healthy)
>0.79 134 65.04

>0.69 168 81.5

>0.59 189 91.74

>0.39 201 97.5

VOR gain Abs No. PPV (%)

HIMP(þ)/SHIMP(�) n: 17 (considered ill)
<0.8 17 100

<0.7 17 100

<0.6 17 100

<0.4 14 82.35

HIMP(þ) > SHIMP(þ) n: 41 (considered ill)
<0.8 41 100

<0.7 41 100

<0.6 37 90.24

<0.4 27 65.85

HIMP(þ)¼SHIMP(þ) n: 29 (considered ill)
<0.8 23 79.31

<0.7 20 68.89

<0.6 18 62.06

<0.4 7 24.13

HIMP indicates head impulse paradigm; SHIMP, suppression head
impulse paradigm; VOR, vestibulo-ocular reflex.

TABLE 5. HIMP(þ)/SHIMP—sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values

HIMP(þ)/SHIMP

VOR Gain Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) PPV (%) NPV (%) Error Ratio OPV (%)

0.4 91 84 55 98 1.5 98.5

0.6 81 93 83 92 1.1 98.9

0.7 67 95 90 82 1.6 98.4

0.8 53 96 93 65 2.6 97.4

NPV, negative predictive value; OPV, overall predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value; VOR, vestibulo-ocular reflex.
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somewhat capable of distinguishing healthy cases among
those considered healthy (HIMP(þ)<SHIMP(þ), see
Table 3). Conversely, the 0.4 cut-off corresponded to a
NPV of 98%, meaning that clinicians a very efficient at
low VOR gain cut-offs.

In terms of PPVs, a value of 93% was found for a 0.8 cut-
off, which sharply decreases as VOR gains decrease.
Therefore, ill cases are clinically easy to identify among
those considered ill (HIMP(þ)/SHIMP(�); HIMP(þ)
>SHIMP(þ) and HIMP(þ)¼SHIMP(þ), see Table 2).
Once more, Overall Predictive Value showed little varia-
tion versus VOR gains.

Comparative Analysis of HIMP Versus HIMP/
SHIMP Versus HIMP(R)/SHIMP

In terms of sensitivity and specificity, HIMP is the
most sensitive and least specific tool, compared to the H/
S headband. With regards to predictive values, higher
PPVs and OPVs were found with the H/S headband
compared to the standard HIMP test alone.

CONCLUSIONS

Our research shows that clinicians performing the
standard HIMP test detect more HIMP refixation sac-
cades the more experienced they are, though refixation
saccades do not necessarily equate to an actual decrease
in VOR gain. HIT or HIMP tests have the major down-
side that out of all positive results (considered patho-
logical cases) only half of the cases actually have low
VOR gains. The HIMP/SHIMP combined test, using a
simple device such as the H/S headband, is highly
specific but not very sensitive. This test can successfully
identify healthy individuals among those who are mis-
diagnosed as ill by the HIT or HIMP maneuver of the
standard HIMP test, as described by Halmagyi and
Curthoys. Therefore, we recommend complementing
the diagnosis using the H/S headband when HIMP test
results turn out positive. On the other hand, in our
sample, the headband was shown to improve positive
predictive values, that is, the probability of having an
altered vestibulo-ocular reflex when results are positive
and, therefore, increases the overall predictive value of
the test.
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